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1) Why do I need an extra device at Alpine to use both my intercom and a normal 
telephone ? 
 
At Alpine, the EPABX used is a digital one whereas the standards instruments most 
people use are analogue. The end devices currently used at Alpine have just one 
analogue port and that port is occupied by the intercom. 
 

 
 

 
 

2) So how do we bypass that issue ? 
 
What we do is use the analogue port for normal phone lines (since all telecom providers 
as of date need an initial analogue feed which then gets converted later to digital 

 
 

3) But then wouldnt the intercom also need an analogue feed ? 
 

No the EPABX used in the society premises is purely digital and the occupancy of the 
phone port is purely for ease of operation. However since the intercom bodies used are 
analogue , we need to replace these digital phone bodies in order for the intercom to 
work.  
 
We also understand that customers would not want to buy special digital phones, so we 
have made arrangements for a third party vendor to provide the instruments on rent of 
Rs. 50/- per month (paid quarterly in advance) 
 
These instruments carry a Rs.2,500/- refundable deposit 
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4) How much do these instruments cost ? 
  
 A good IP phone on Amazon is approx 3,000/- plus.  
 

  
 
 

5) Are there any other hidden charges ? 
  
 No 
 

6) Other telecom providers have said they will do it free of cost, why should we not 
go with them ? 

 
The technology used at Alpine is state of the Art and unfortunately such high end 
technology carries a slight disadvantage till the main markets catch up. No telecom 
provider in Alpine will be able to provide the service without using the methordology we 
have defined above 

 
7) They have promised us they will get us up and running in a week, why should we 

not trust them ? 
 

Anyone who thinks that that would happen should refer to the promises made by a big 
brand at Omkar Alta Monte Malad and Hiranandani Heritage Poisar as regards their VDP 
services which have been giving them issues for the last few years since the brand 
promised them free service in return for selling their connections.  
 
Alta Monte residents have taken the bog brand and are still waiting for their VDPs to be 
activated 2 years down the line whereas the customers who have taken GTTPL and MTNL 
connections in Alta Monte have their VDPs live   
 
History shows that at GTTPL we are used to handling cutting edge technology which other 
providers are still playing catch up on. 
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8) We have Hathaway in our building, can we not just get MTNL phones and use their 

internet ? 
 
What most customers don’t realize is that today “data is king”, there was a time when 
you walked into a Vodafone or Airtel store and bought 200 mins airtime with 2 GB data 
free.  
 
Now you buy 2GB data with phone calls free. 
 
So even if you have a Hathaway connections you have 3 alternatives: 
 
i) You disable the MTNL internet and just use the phones even though you are anyways 
paying for the internet  
 
ii) You do away with the Hathaway connection and just use MTNL phones and internet 
 
iii)  You pay for extra wiring from duct to your house and use an extra end termination 
equipment parallely and you can use both Hathaway and MTNL wireless  
(each house already has one termination equipment already installed)  
 
The third methord is very useful if you want redundancy so that if one goes down, the 
other keeps working] 

 
9) How do I apply for a connection ? 

 
You can download the forms and pricelist from our website http://gttpl.com under the 
“MTNL services” tab in the top menu bar  
 
Once it is filled, you need to drop the cheques in the CBRE facilities office on the 1st 
Floor. 
 

10) How long will the connection take to get live ? 
 

The number will be allocated within 48 hrs and the internet will go live immd after that 
but due to technical issues as detailed above and due to shortage of IP phones, the 
standard MTNL phone lines may take a week or so to get active 
 

11) Can I retain my old MTNL number ? 
 

GTTPL is a leading partner of MTNL in getting all its telephone exchanges upgraded 
from old slow speed copper lines to high speed fibre to home. The network aat Alpine as 
we explained is State of the Art and therefore has high speed fibre to home which also 
gives crystal clear voice calling 
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These exchanges have their own number sets due to they being completely different 
technologies 
 
Since the main reason for maintaining old numbers is that you would not like to miss any 
incoming calls. MTNL has provided a facility wherein for a price of Rs. 50/- per month all 
incoming calls to your old number would also land on the same phone body as your new 
number 
 
However, all outgoing calls will carry the caller id of the new number 
 

12) Am I working with MTNL or GTTPL ? Where does GTTPL come into the picture ? 
 

In order to digitize the exchanges at a very rapid pace MTNL has evolved a partner 
model wherein companies like GTTPL take care of areas and digitize them and maintain 
them whereas all other responsibilities remain MTNLs purview 
 
Therefore the main people the customer will deal with is MTNL, the invoices will come 
from MTNL, all payments will go to MTNL. GTTPL is only the front line of contact in 
order to resolve things faster in case of issues  
 
 
Please do email all queries to mtnlsupport@gttpl.com and we shall try to follow up on the 
same with MTNL 
 
You can also Whatsapp our Central Support Team on +91-8454813689 


